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Take the peaceful 15 minute walk along the flat towpath from Marsden train

station and see if you can spot the resident kingfisher that can often be 

seen skimming the canal between Lock 42 and the Visitor Centre.

Have a look around the Visitor Centre; informative exhibition located on the lower ground floor, 

Thomas Bourne function room on the 1st floor and The Loft Space on the 2nd floor - the home of 

independent craft people and craft shop.

Bring the kids along to hop, jump and play around on both our indoor soft play area for the little 

ones and small outdoor adventure play area for the older ones!

Pay a visit to Watersedge cafe situated in the old tunnel end cottages. Enjoy 

a cup of tea and a slice of cake or join us for lunch on a lovely day by the 

canal side on one of the many recycled picnic benches!

Take a short boat ride from Marsden train station to the Visitor Centre. On weekends throughout 

the season the Huddersfield Canal Society run their small passenger boat - ideal for those who 

may struggle with the towpath walk.

Step on board our trip boat and take a 30 minute guided trip into the 200 

year old tunnel where you will learn about this amazing feat of engineering. 

Or book onto one of our through trips which will take you all the way through 

this 3.25mile long historic tunnel (alternate Saturdays, booking is essential).

Take a walk up to tunnel end reservoir and follow the nature trail - what wildlife can you spot while 

walking along the accessible path?

If you're feeling a little more explorative why not carry on the short walk from tunnel end reservoir 

and head to Eastergate Bridge - which was once used by packhorses to take them on the route 

over the Pennines, these days it's a popular location for both tourists and locals to have a picnic or 

just relax on a sunny day. Take a walk up to tunnel end reservoir and follow the nature trail - what 

wildlife can you spot while walking along the accessible path?

Held throughout the season we have a varied programme of events 

for families. From the annual Standedge Tunnel Country Fair to the 

frightful week leading up to Halloween you will see our staff dressed 

in period costume, browse local produce and craft market stalls and 

enjoy a fantastic atmosphere!

Visit Marsden Village. We are situated just outside of this beautiful Yorkshire village, approx. a 20 

minute walk, which has a range of gift shops, cafes and pubs for you to browse.


